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Overview 
This file contains information about updates and enhancements for Kofax Performance Analytics™ 7.5. 

Kofax Performance Analytics 

Enhancements  

This version provides the following new enhancements. 

• Reporting for the “Accounts Receivable” Process Director document type has now been added. 

• The “/EBY/CONFIG” content installation can now be used to upgrade from Performance Analytics 7.4 
to 7.5, as well as for installing the 7.5 version. 

• The “OLAP” engine has been improved. 

• Cross-process reporting capabilities have now been enhanced. 

• The generation of process chains has also been improved. 

• The “AP Work Cycle Processing Times” report now calculates how much time it takes for a workflow 
step to be released. 

• The timeslicing of data records has now been improved. 

Updates 

This version provides the following product updates. 

• Resolved an issue whereby the content installation on “BWH (BW on HANA)” ended with a memory 
overflow. 

• Resolved an error in which when timestamps were used as timeslicing objects, the “day-end” flag was 
ignored. 

• Resolved an error whereby every time that a document was approved or sent into a workflow, or any 
other change was made to the header data, increased waiting times were created in Kofax Process 
Director Accounts Payable. 

• Resolved an issue that prevented event transition from displaying payment events properly. 

• Resolved an error whereby in content installation, a transport request popped up even when a 
simulation or the "Without transport" option had been selected. 

• Resolved an issue in which on moving from “RSORBCT” to the “/EBY/CONFIG” content installation 
while “RSORBCT” had some content selected, led to that content being visible in the installation 
panel, overlaying the selection screen that contained the objects to be installed. 
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